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Abstract—This work describes research done by the Milky-
Way@Home project to use N-Body simulations to model the
formation of the Milky Way Galaxy’s halo. While there have
been previous efforts to use N-Body simulations to perform
astronomical modeling, to our knowledge this is the first to use
evolutionary algorithms to discover the initial parameters to the
N-Body simulations so that they accurately model astronomical
data. Performing a single 32,000 body simulation can take up
to 200 hours on a typical processor, with an average of 15
hours. As optimizing the input parameters to these N-Body
simulations typically takes at least 30,000 or more simulations,
this work is made possible by utilizing the computing power of
the 35,000 volunteered hosts at the MilkyWay@Home project,
which are currently providing around 800 teraFLOPS. An
open-source framework for generic distributed optimization
(FGDO) is used to perform the evolutionary algorithms in
conjunction the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing (BOINC) which is used by many other volunteer
computing projects, such as SETI@Home. The architecture of
FGDO is described and results are presented which show that
the evolutionary algorithms used correctly discover the initial
parameters to N-Body simulations which match test data and
find initial parameters which produce N-body simulations that
accurately model tidal debris in the Milky Way Galaxy’s halo.

Keywords-Volunteer Computing, Evolutionary Algorithms,
N-Body Simulation, Astroinformatics

I. I NTRODUCTION

MilkyWay@Home has used a probabilistic sampling
method to measure the shape of stellar substructure in the
Milky Way, primarily from tidal streams, stars that have
been tidally stripped from dwarf galaxies as they are pulled
apart by the Milky Way’s gravity [1], [2]. This method
simultaneously fits a smooth component of the Milky Way’s
stellar halo that is presumably the result of galaxy mergers
that occurred early in the formation of the Milky Way, along
with these disrupted dwarf galaxy stars around the entire
galaxy. Since the Milky Way galaxy is the only galaxy for
which it is possible to measure the positions and velocities
of stars in three dimensions, our galaxy provides important
clues to the mechanisms through which galaxies form and
the nature of dark matter.

However, this approach has some limitations. As an
accurate model of the smooth component (or thebackground
model) is unknown, models of the disrupted dwarf galaxy
stars can end up fitting errors in the background model.
Additionally, the models generated from this approach only
provide information aboutwherethese tidal streams are, not
whythey are there. This work addresses these deficiencies by
using N-body simulations to model this tidal disruption of
dwarf galaxies and their interaction with the Milky Way. The
disruption depends on initial properties of the dwarf galaxy
and on the gravitational potential of the Milky Way, which
is primarily due to dark matter. Asynchronous evolutionary
algorithms (AEAs) have been used successfully to find
the optimal input parameters for the probabilistic sampling
method [3], [4], [3], [5], [6], and this work expands these
AEAs to find the optimal input parameters for the N-body
simulations, which will in turn provide new understanding
of the origin and structure of the Milky Way.

Successfully evolving these N-body simulations using
a volunteer computing system such as MilkyWay@Home
involved three main challenges. First, as volunteer comput-
ing systems consist of highly heterogeneous hosts which
have unreliable availability and are potentially malicious,
existing N-body simulation code had to be modified to
enable checkpointing so applications can stop and restart,as
well as deterministic cross-platform execution. This allows
work done by hosts to be validated by comparing the results
of multiple heterogeneous hosts. Second, the framework for
generic distributed optimization (FGDO) used to optimize
the probabilistic sampling models was improved and ex-
tended to also work with the N-body simulations. As the N-
body simulation code is the second real scientific application
being optimized using FGDO, this work has made steps
to improve the generality and usability of that framework.
Further, improvements were made to the validation strategy
used by FGDO, improving its robustness while reducing
validation overhead. Lastly, a method for determining how
accurately an N-body simulation represents astronomical
data gathered by various sky surveys, such as the Two



Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) [7] and the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) [8], was required so that their fitness
could be optimized by the AEAs.

These N-body simulations are extremely computationally
expensive. A single 32,000 particle simulation can take up
to 200 hours on a standard processor, and for sufficient res-
olution at least 100,000 particles are required. The massive
amounts of computing power produced by the volunteer
computing hosts at MilkyWay@Home provide one of the
few computing systems where performing such optimization
in a realistic amount of time is possible. Preliminary results
show that for a test data set with known optimal param-
eters, the 35,000 volunteered computing hosts at Milky-
Way@Home can be successfully harnessed to evolve 4,096
particle N-body simulations to accurately model the Milky
Way Galaxy and the formation of structure in its halo.
Further, the FGDO framework is now successfully being
used to optimize 32,768 particle N-body simulations to
real observed data from the SDSS. The authors feel that
these results show the potential for this approach of using
volunteer computing grids and an asynchronous optimization
framework, and that this will allow us to evolve 100,000 or
more particle N-body simulations successfully.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section II presents re-
lated work. Section III describes the N-body simulations
being performed, what parameters are being optimized and
how the fitness of a simulation is determined. Section IV
describes the improvements made to the FGDO framework
used to optimize and validate the N-body simulations using
the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing
(BOINC) [9]. Preliminary results are presented in Section V.
Concluding remarks and directions for future work are given
in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a popular approach
for parameter optimization where the search space contains
many local optima that traditional search methods such as
gradient descent and simplex get trapped in. As the search
space for these N-body simulations is highly complex,
EAs are an ideal candidate for performing the parameter
optimization.

Common EAs for continuous search spaces include dif-
ferential evolution (DE) [10], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [11], [12], [13] and genetic search (GS). In general,
an EA keeps track of anpopulationof potential solutions,
where eachindividual in the population represents a set
of parameters in the search space and has afitness that
represents how good of a solution that individual is. As
the EA progresses, new individuals are generated by recom-
bining individuals in the current population, and those with
higher fitnesses are kept while those with lower fitnesses
are discarded. As the generation of new individuals involves

random elements, newly generated individuals have the
potential to bothexplorenew regions of the search space,
and exploit areas of the search space that are known to
have good fitness. This results in the population of solutions
evolving towards an optimal solution.

There have been many different approaches to making
EAs work on different distributed computing systems. In
general these approaches are either sequential, with distinct
synchronization points; asynchronous, without distinct syn-
chronization points; or some combination of the two.

Sequential approaches to distributed EAs typically use
a single-population strategy, where new populations are
generated repeatedly by evaluating each individual in par-
allel; repeating this process until the population has reached
convergence criteria [14], [15]. It is possible to increase
scalability past the population size by additionally evaluating
the objective function in parallel. This type of approach is
best suited to highly reliable and homogeneous computing
nodes, as found in clusters and supercomputers.

Hybrid approaches involveislands of populations [16].
The different populations are evaluated sequentially and then
asynchronously migrate selected individuals to neighboring
islands when certain criteria are met [17], [18], [19], [20].
Tasouliset al. have shown that having moderate values for
the frequency of migration result in the best convergence for
differential evolution across a variety of benchmarks [21].
It has been shown that super-linear speedup can be attained
using this method, as smaller populations can converge to
minima quicker than larger populations [22], [23]. However,
having populations of different sizes and/or populations
running on clusters of different speeds can have varying
negative effects on the performance of the search. As each
island can be parallelized in the same manner as a single
population EA, this approach is well suited to grid com-
puting systems, where islands can be assigned to individual
clusters within the grid. Island EAs have also been shown
to be effective in peer-to-peer computing systems [24], [25].

Asynchronous approaches to distributed EAs typically
use a single-population and a master-worker model. One
approach has been to generate the population and have work-
ers request individuals to evaluate, using a work-stealing
model [26], [27], however these approaches wait for the
evaluation of one population to complete before continuing
to the next. This synchronization limits their scalabilityto a
number of processors equal to the size of the population.
Asynchronous approaches to particle swarm optimization
have used a method where individual particles are calculated
in parallel and newly found global best positions are then
broadcast asynchronously [28], [29]. However, similarly to
single-population sequential approaches, these strategies are
limited by the population size used by the EA. Additionally,
broadcasts are not feasible on very large computing envi-
ronments and very large population sizes can significantly
increase the time taken to find a solution [4].



FGDO supports asynchronous versions of differential
evolution, particle swarm optimization and genetic search.
However, the asynchronous approach used by FGDO differs
from the related approaches in that it has no synchronization
points at all, allowing these optimization methods to scaleto
hundreds of thousands or more computing hosts, as shown
by Desell [4]. The asynchronous optimization approach used
by FGDO generates new individuals based on the current
state of a population in response to requests for work and
later inserts the results to the population if and when they
are reported. As the heuristics for generating new individuals
are randomized, this allows the AEAs to generate as many
unique individuals as are required to satisfy all potential
workers. In addition, there are no dependencies between
generated individuals, so if a worker fails and does not report
the fitness of its individual, the search does not need to wait
for that individual to be recalculated. Section IV describes
FGDO in more detail.

B. Volunteer Computing

Volunteer computing enables people across the world to
volunteer their computing resources, such as processors,
graphics processing units (GPUs) and hard drive space. Pop-
ular projects include SETI@Home [30], the infrastructure of
which was generalized to become the Berkeley Open Infras-
tructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [9], IBM’s World
Community Grid1 and Stanford’s Folding@Home [31].
Users can even volunteer non-standard computing units such
as gaming consoles like the XBOX 360 and Playstation
3. These computing frameworks provide very powerful
distributed computing environments consisting of thousands
(or even millions) of personal computers for the low price of
running a server. In addition, they provide an effective means
of generating public interest in different scientific computing
projects.

However, these benefits do come at some cost. As these
projects are open to the public, individual computing hosts
are highly unreliable and potentially malicious. As any
volunteer has the right to stop participating at their own
discretion, in order to prevent lost work applications running
on volunteered hosts must be able to save their state and
restart to prevent lost work. Additionally, there is the poten-
tial for users to return invalid or incorrect results to unfairly
gain credit, a measure of a user’s participation in a project.
The common solution to this issue is to use validation of
results, where the same piece of work is issued to multiple
clients and then the results are compared. However, as the
volunteered hosts are highly heterogeneous, ensuring that
different hosts return the same results for the same work
can be problematic. Validation is also highly expensive, as
it requires multiple hosts to do the same work.

1http://www.worldcommunitygrid.org

Section III-B describes how checkpointing was imple-
mented in the N-body simulation code, as well has how
checkpointing and execution were done in order to ensure
that the results were deterministic across heterogeneous
architectures. The issue of expensive validation is addressed
by using FGDO, which provides methods to dramatically
reduce the amount of validation required for volunteer
computing projects performing evolutionary algorithms and
this is described in detail in Section IV-A.

C. N-Body Simulations in Astroinformatics

N-body simulations are a well established tool for model-
ing tidal disruption in the Milky Way. The Sagittarius Dwarf
Tidal Stream was initially modeled by Johnstonet al. [32],
and followed up by Lawet al. [7]. While this placed some
constraints on the kinematics of the Sagittarius dwarf, Lawet
al. were unable to simultaneously fit the kinematics and sky
positions of the Sagittarius stream within an axisymmetric
dark matter halo. Only by expanding to a triaxial halo did
Law & Majewski [33] satisfy all constraints. Predating this
work, Dehnenet al. [34] modeled the Palomar 5 globular
cluster tidal stream via N-body simulations and showed
that the majority of its properties were results of its orbital
kinematics. Similar studies of the GD-1 (Grillmair & Dion-
atos [35] stellar stream by Willettet al. [36] and Koposov
et al. [37] were able to determine orbital kinematics, but did
not perform N-body simulations.

While these studies were groundbreaking in their ability
to constrain tidal streams, they did not address the inter-
esting research question: can N-body simulations be used
to rigorously fit the stellar density along a tidal stream?
Newberget al. [38] published a re-analysis of the Orphan
Stream (Belokurovet al. [39], Grillmair [40]), and extracted
the density of Orphan Stream F-turnoff stars as a function
of Orphan Stream longitudeΛOrphan, which is shown in
Figure 1. Newberget al. [38] were able to reproduce the
overall form of the Orphan density using a Plummer model
with mass MP = 2 × 106 MSun (where MSun is the
mass of the sun), scale lengthrs = 0.2 kpc (kiloparsecs),
orbit time tback = 4 Gyr (gigayears) and evolution time
tback = 3.945 Gyr, evolved along the best fit orbit within
a Galactic potential. While these parameters produce a
model that broadly reproduces the Orphan Stream density, an
interesting research question emerges: can an N-body model
of the Orphan Stream progenitor actually be fit to the Orphan
stream density?

Section III-A provides a proof of concept that it is possible
for an N-body simulation to produce a body of particles
which matches observed data. Section V-A shows that using
FGDO on MilkyWay@Home can discover N-body simula-
tions that match the results of an N-body simulation with
known parameters and Section V-B provides preliminary
results that evolving N-body simulations to match actual data



provides results with accuracy similar to that achieved with
the test data.

III. M ODELING THE M ILKY WAY GALAXY USING

N-BODY SIMULATIONS

The scientific purpose of this work is to utilize the BOINC
volunteer computing environment to perform distributed
gravitational N-body simulations of dwarf galaxies orbiting
the Milky Way. A dwarf galaxy is a small spherical galaxy
that typically possesses millions of stars and has a mass
on the order of one ten-thousandth of the Milky Way’s
mass. As it orbits our Galaxy, it becomes disrupted by
gravity and forms tidal streams: long arms of stars that can
span the entire sky. Utilizing massive and well calibrated
photometric surveys such as the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) [7] and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [8],
astronomers have identified tens of streams orbiting the
Milky Way. Figure 1 shows a stellar density map of SDSS F-
turnoff stars in the Milky Way halo from [38]. Darker areas
indicate higher stellar density. There are two tidal streams
in this Figure. The first runs nearly vertically froml = 200◦

to l = 240◦. This is the Sagittarius Dwarf Tidal Stream.
The other, running horizontally atb ≈ 50◦, is the Orphan
Stream.

The physical problem in understanding tidal streams is
that they represent the disordered state of the original
dwarf galaxy: they have already been disrupted. How can
we determine the properties of the original dwarf galaxy
that created the stream? The simplest way to resolve this
difficulty is to understand the kinematics of the stream,
propagate an orbit back in time to a previously ordered
state, and propagate a collection of particles forward in
time to the present day. We can understand the kinematic
properties of the stream by determining is velocity and
distance at various points along the sky. For most purposes,
the radial velocity (velocity along the line of sight) is
the only knowable velocity component. Some stars have
known proper motions, which would allow other velocity
components to be determined, but their errors are often so
large as to preclude their use. Knowing the line of sight
kinematics of and distance to the stream, we can use search
algorithms to find the best fit three dimensional kinematics
and background Galactic model [36].

With the orbit of the stream understood, we can now
create a group of particles at some time in the past, place
it on this orbit, and propagate it forward to the present day.
The model from the group of particles is a Plummer Sphere,
which is an energetically stable three dimensional spherical
distribution [41]. This model has two parameters: its total
massM and scale lengtha. In addition, we will consider
two more parameters:torbit, the amount of time the orbit is
evolved back in time, andtdwarf , the amount of time the
dwarf is evolved forward in time. In order to determine the
parameters of the best fit model dwarf galaxy, we need some
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Figure 1. Shown is the sky position of the Orphan Stream as traced by F
turnoff stars from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [38]. Darkerareas indicate
higher stellar density. There are two tidal streams in this Figure. The first
runs nearly vertically froml = 200◦ to l = 240◦. This is the Sagittarius
Dwarf Tidal Stream. The other, running horizontally atb ≈ 50◦, is the
Orphan Stream. The Sextans and Ursa Major II dwarf galaxies are labeled
in the lower panel.

Figure 2. Number counts of F turnoff stars within±2◦ of the stream
are plotted as an open black histogram [38]. The number of background
turnoff stars off-the-stream on either side are plotted in red. The difference
is plotted as a hashed histogram. Note the significant excess of turnoff
stars over background nearΛOrphan = +23◦, corresponding to(l, b) =
(255◦, 49◦).



measure of how the stars are distributed in the stream. The
density of stars along the stream as a function of angle on
the sky provides this very measure.

The hashed histogram in Figure 2 shows the Orphan
stream stellar density as a function of Orphan stream longi-
tude (ΛOrphan, a spherical coordinate system whose equator
is along the stream). Note that the gap in the histogram
around ΛOrphan = 25◦ is the same gap in Figure 1 at
l = 260◦, and thus is not a true absence of stars. We also see
that the high density of stars near(l, b) = (255◦, 49◦) corre-
sponds with a peak in stellar density atΛOrphan ≈ +23◦. We
wish to determine the four parameters of the model dwarf
galaxy that best fits the density profile given in Figure 2.
Our metric for determining the goodness of fit to the density
profile is given in Equation 1:

χ2 =
∑

i

(

ηi,model − ηi,data

σi

)2

(1)

whereηi = Ni/Ntotal is the normalized bin height,σi =√
Ni/Ntotal is the normalized error of a data bin, andNi is

the number of stars in bini, andNtotal is the total number
of stars in the histogram.

A. Proof of Concept

A proof of concept simulation can be generated by
selecting a dwarf mass ofM = 1 × 106 ∗ MSun (where
MSun is the mass of the sun), a scale radius ofa = 0.2
kpc (kiloparsecs), and evolution timestorbit = 4.0 Gyr
(gigayears) andtdwarf = 3.945 Gyr. A simulation with
these parameters within the low halo mass model described
in [38] produces the density profile given in Figure 3. As can
be seen, this density has the same overall shape as the stream
density. A density plot in galactic coordinates is shown in
Figure 4. Comparison between this and Figure 1 shows a
stream with an overdensity in the same area in the sky, as
well as a stream of approximately the same length. This
simple test shows that physically intuitive parameters lead
to a satisfactory result. However, the histograms need to be
directly and objectively compared using the goodness of fit
metric in order to find the optimal parameters.

B. N-Body Simulation Code

To perform N-Body simulations on a BOINC volunteer
computing grid, Barnes and Hut [42] treecode has been
modified. This treecode uses a hierarchical method of N-
body simulation, which results in a faster O(N log N )
runtime, where N is the number of bodies2.

This treecode, further described and parallelized by Du-
binski [43], operates by grouping particles into cell, each
with eight siblings. At the beginning of the simulation, all
particles are enclosed by a cell, which is then subdivided
into eight subcells. A tree of subcells is created until each

2http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/ barnes/treecode/treeguide.html
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Figure 3. Number counts of simulated stream stars on the same axis as
the data histogram. The evolution time of the dwarf directly determines the
placement of the peak nearΛOrphan = +23◦ and the length of the stream
while the mass and scale length determine the ratio between this peak and
the number of stars in the tail.
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Figure 4. Shown is an N-body particle density plot in sky coordinates.
Darker colors indicate higher particle density. Comparisonwith Figure 1
shows an overdensity nearl = 250◦ as well as a stream of comparable
length. This simple test shows that physically intuitive parameters lead to
a satisfactory result.

cell contains only one particle. The force on each particle is
evaluated by ”walking” down the tree. If a particular cell is
”too distant”, it contributes en-masse to the force. However,
if it is ”too close”, the cell is ”opened” and the force is
evaluated for the subcells.

The opening angle parameterθ determines if a cell is
”too distant” and ”too close”. If the size of a cell isl and
the distance of the particle to the cell’s center of mass isd,
the cell is accepted for force evaluation if:

d >
l

θ
. (2)

Smaller values ofθ therefore give rise to more precise



force evaluations. Aθ value of 1 typically results in accel-
eration errors of one percent compared to the fullN2 force
algorithm [44].

Checkpointing has been implemented which allows the
N-body simulations to be restarted when clients stop or
pause the BOINC client that runs the N-body simulation.
As the hosts at MilkyWay@Home are volunteered, this
checkpointing minimizes the amount of work lost by vol-
unteers using their computers. Checkpointing can be done
after each timestep. Typically the BOINC client determines
checkpointing is required every few minutes. The positions
and velocities of the particles, as well as the simulation time
are saved in a binary format. This information is sufficient
to resume the simulation. The binary format ensures this
is a lossless process, avoiding inconsistencies in string to
floating point conversions present in nearly every compiler.

In addition, the treecode has been adapted to make it
easier to add and use different initial distributions of particles
for the dwarf model, such as Plummer models [41] as well
as a selection of different components for an external accel-
eration due to the Milky Way, such as spherical bulges [45],
exponential disks [46], and dark matter halos [7], [47].

The last obstacle for viable use of N-body simulation
code on BOINC was to ensure the consistency of float-
ing point results from different systems. The volunteered
hosts at MilkyWay@Home are highly diverse, consisting of
practically every common type of architecture and operat-
ing system available. Other BOINC projects, in particular
LHC@home, have had similar problems in the past [48],
[49]. Some of these projects have usedhomogeneous re-
dundancy, where duplicate work for validation is only sent
to hosts with similar architectures so that their results are
comparable [50]. However, this approach is not particularly
useful for optimization, as in order to evolve a population
of simulations, all their fitnesses need to be comparable,
regardless of the host that performed the N-body simulation
and produced the fitness. With homogeneous redundancy,
potentially valid fitnesses could be discarded because the
architecture they were calculated on resulted in a lower
fitness than a similar simulation on a different architecture.

Because of this, the code was modified so that it returned
fitness values within an acceptable tolerance of10e−13

across all architectures being used. The lack of standard-
ization in precision of most of the standard C math library
functions needed to be addressed to achieve this. Over the
long life of the simulation, the small differences accumulate
into rather different results from the same initial conditions.
This lack of standardization was solved by using the CRlibm
library3, which provides efficient implementations of the
double-precision C99 standard elementary functions with
rounding correct to the IEEE-754 rounding modes. The
result of this is N-body simulation code which produces

3http://lipforge.ens-lyon.fr/www/crlibm/

verifiable results across heterogeneous computing platforms.
Given results generated by hosts at MilkyWay@Home sam-
pled over a week, only 0.6% of the results failed validation,
which we feel is low enough to attribute to poorly config-
ured clients and hardware issues. This modified code has
also been made freely available as a public repository on
GitHub4.

IV. A F RAMEWORK FORGENERIC DISTRIBUTED

OPTIMIZATION (FGDO)

FGDO has made a series of improvements enabling its
use for the optimization of N-body simulations in addition
to the probabilistic sampling method, making it more generic
and easier to use with other computing projects. It is also
available as public repository on GitHub for public use5. The
new implementation has been done in Java, which allows for
easier extension of the search methods being used because
of its Object oriented nature. In addition, Java has made
it much simpler to plug in different credit and validation
implementations for the different applications being used.

A. Reducing Validation Overhead

The previous implementation of FGDO could use either
optimistic or pessimisticvalidation to reduce the amount
of duplicate work done by volunteered hosts [51]. These
approaches involve keeping track of two populations, one
of unvalidated results and the other of validated results. The
pessimistic approach either generates duplicate individuals
from the unvalidated population for verification, or new
individuals from recombinations of the validated population.
A user defined verification rate is used to determine how
frequently duplicate work for validation is generated. The
optimistic approach still uses the unvalidated populationto
generate duplicate work for validation, but it also uses it for
recombination of new individuals, with the assumption that
most unvalidated results are correct. When an individual in
the unvalidated population has been found incorrect, then it
is replaced with an individual known to be correct from the
validated population. As with pessimistic validation, a user
defined verification rate is used to determine how frequently
duplicate results are generated for validation.

This previous implementation suffers from some draw-
backs. First, the verification rate has a significant impact on
the speed that the search progresses, and a fixed verification
rate is not an optimal solution. This is because as a search
progresses, it becomes harder to find individuals that po-
tentially improve the populations. If the verification rateis
low, then it can be a long time before a new good solution
is actually used to generate new individuals in the case of
pessimistic validation. In the case of optimistic validation,
if the verification rate is too low then erroneous results
last longer in the populations generating more potentially

4http://github.com/Milkyway-at-home/milkywayathomeclient
5http://github.com/Milkyway-at-home/fgdojava



poor new individuals. Another issue is that many results are
simply not validated, as they will not potentially improve
the population. This makes it easier for malicious hosts to
cheat by reporting bad results as there is a decent chance
they will still receive credit for them when they do not need
to be validated.

The new implementation solves these problems by com-
bining optimistic and pessimistic validation with BOINCs
quorum and adaptive replication schemes (which are de-
scribed in detail in [52]). This is done as follows:

• When the queue of available work is low, new indi-
viduals are generated through recombination from the
unvalidated population if the optimistic approach is
used, otherwise they are generated from the validated
population. Newly generated work has an initial quo-
rum of one.

• When a result is reported for work with a quorum of
size one and it cannot improve the validated population,
it is validated with a chance equal to a host’s error rate.
A host’s error rate is initialized to 0.1 (meaning 10%
of its results will be validated). When a host returns a
correct result (one that is validated successfully against
another result), the error rate is multiplied by 0.95.
When a host returns an incorrect result (one that is
validated unsuccessfully against other results that match
each other), its error rate is increased by 0.1. The error
rate also cannot fall below 0.1 or go above 1.0. In this
way, hosts which frequently return bad results quickly
reach the point where all their results are validated, thus
not earning credit for bad results. On the other hand,
hosts which frequently return good results only have a
few of their results validated when it is not needed.

• When a result is reported for work with a quorum of
size one and it can improve the population, FGDO
will try to insert the individual into its unvalidated
population. In addition, the quorum for this piece of
work is increased to the amount specified by the project,
which will cause the BOINC scheduler to send out
copies of this work for verification.

• When results have been reported that complete a quo-
rum and enough results match to successfully determine
a canonical result, the canonical result is inserted into
the validation population. Any of these results that do
not match the canonical result (and thus are invalid) are
removed from the unvalidated population.

• When results have been reported that complete a quo-
rum but there are not enough that match to successfully
determine a canonical result, the quorum size is again
increased to allow the BOINC scheduler to generate
more copies of this work for validation.

In this way, the user defined verification rate no longer
required, as the BOINC scheduler will take care of the
frequency in which duplicate work is sent out to hosts

Figure 5. Progress of the best, average, median and worst validated
individuals for an asynchronous differential evolution search over the search
spaceMP = 0.22 ... 11.11 × 106 MSun, rs = 0.05 ... 1.0 kpc,
torbit = 1 ... 5 Gyr and tdwarf = 1 ... ; 5 Gyr, with a population of
300 individuals. The fitness of these 4096 particle N-body simulations is
calculated by comparing their stellar density histogram to the histogram
of an N-body simulation with dwarf parameters(MP , rs, torbit, tback) =
(3.6 × 106 MSun, 0.2 kpc, 4 Gyr, 3.945 Gyr).

for verification and will try and generate it in a manner
that verifies the most important results first (the ones with
the shortest deadline). This allows the BOINC computing
project to spend more time on verification when it is needed,
and more time on exploration when not many results require
verification. Additionally, it significantly reduces the amount
of credits a malicious or broken host can gain by returning
bad results by adaptively modifying how frequently a host’s
results are verified based on their previous performance.

B. Search Progress and Error Logging

The new implementation of FGDO also has im-
proved result and error logging. The progress of all
searches is exported to logs and scripts are pro-
vided which generate graphical representations of their
progress. For an example, MilkyWay@Home displays
these graphs showing the progress of current searches
at http://milkyway.cs.rpi.edu/milkyway/plots.php, which not
only provides an easy way for the project’s scientists to
see how the searches are progressing, but also gives the
project’s users an indication of how things are performing.
Error logging was improved by having search specific error
logs, which record the user, host and error information for
every invalidated result. This allows for easier debuggingof
the distributed system on a search by search basis.

V. RESULTS

A. Comparison to Known Test Data

As a test to see the potential for using AEAs
to optimize the parameters to these N-body
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Figure 6. Simulated Orphan Stream stellar density modeled via
Barnes & Hut treecode. The solid red histogram is the n-body simu-
lation of the Orphan Stream orbit was performed using the parameters
from Newberget al. [38], dwarf parameters(MP , rs, torbit, tback) =
(3.6 × 106 MSun, 0.2 kpc, 4 Gyr, 3.945 Gyr). The dot-
ted green histogram is the best fit found to this histogram using
FGDO on MilkyWay@Home,(MP , rs, torbit, tdwarf ) = (3.591 ×

106 MSun, 0.22 kpc, 3.97 Gyr, 3.91 Gyr).

simulations, a 4096 particle N-body simulation was
performed using the parameters from Newberget
al. [38], dwarf parameters (MP , rs, torbit, tback) =
(3.6×106 MSun, 0.2 kpc, 4 Gyr, 3.945 Gyr). Asynchronous
differential evolution was then used with a population of size
300, best parent selection, and binary recombination with a
crossover rate of 0.5, a pair weight of 0.5, or DE/best/1/bin
(for more detail on differential evolution variants, see
Mezura-Monteset al. [53]). The search space given was
MP = 0.22...11.11 × 106 MSun, rs = 0.05...1.0 kpc,
torbit = 1...5 Gyr and tdwarf = 1...5 Gyr. Figure 5 shows
the progress of the fitness of the best, average, median and
worst individuals in the validation population for this search
and Figure 6 compares the stellar density histograms of the
known test data to the parameters of the best fit individual
found at the end of the search.

Some discrepancies arose because clients used a random
seed to generate the initial particle distribution and with
the N-body simulations using only 4096 particles the initial
distribution played a large factor in the final stellar density
model. As this initial distribution was due to randomly
generated seeds, the search space ended up being highly
noisy. For example, using the best fit parameters found by
the search, different seeds resulted in fitness values from
anywhere between -30 to -1200. However, in spite of this
noisy search space, asynchronous differential evolution was
able to find parameters quite similar to what the test data
was generated from:(MP , rs, torbit, tdwarf ) = (3.591 ×
106 MSun, 0.22 kpc, 3.97 Gyr, 3.91 Gyr), which also had
very similar histogram to the test data (as shown in Figure 6).
The authors feel that this shows that this approach is not

Figure 7. Progress of the best, average, median and worst validated
individuals for an asynchronous differential evolution search over the search
spaceMP = 0.22 ... 11.11 × 106 MSun, rs = 0.05 ... 1.0 kpc,
torbit = 1 ... 5 Gyr and tdwarf = 1 ... ; 5 Gyr, with a population of
300 individuals. The N-body simulations consist of 32,768 particles. Model
1 utilizes an exponential disk and NFW halo profile with an enclosed mass
of M60 = 40 × 1010MSun.

Figure 8. Progress of the best, average, median and worst validated
individuals for an asynchronous differential evolution search over the search
spaceMP = 0.22 ... 11.11 × 106 MSun, rs = 0.05 ... 1.0 kpc,
torbit = 1 ... 5 Gyr and tdwarf = 1 ... ; 5 Gyr, with a population
of 300 individuals. The N-body simulations consist of 32,768particles.
Model 4 is a standard Galactic model, using a Miyamoto-Nagai disk and
logarithmic halo and having an enclosed mass ofM60 = 47×1010MSun.

only feasible, but highly robust. Further, using larger N-body
simulations, which reduces the noise caused by variance in
the initial distribution results in much faster convergence to
good fitness values by the search population, as shown in
Section V-B.

B. Comparison to Actual Data

With the test simulations producing results with consistent
parameters, fits are currently being run on the true Orphan



Figure 9. Progress of the best, average, median and worst validated
individuals for an asynchronous differential evolution search over the search
spaceMP = 0.22 ... 11.11 × 106 MSun, rs = 0.05 ... 1.0 kpc,
torbit = 1 ... 5 Gyr and tdwarf = 1 ... ; 5 Gyr, with a population
of 300 individuals. The N-body simulations consist of 32,768particles.
Model 5 is the same as Model 4 except with a lower mass ofM60 =
26.4 × 1010MSun. This model was the best fit to the Orphan Stream
distances.

Figure 10. Progress of the best, average, median and worst validated
individuals for an asynchronous differential evolution search over the search
spaceMP = 0.22 ... 11.11 × 106 MSun, rs = 0.05 ... 1.0 kpc,
torbit = 1 ... 5 Gyr and tdwarf = 1 ... ; 5 Gyr, with a population of
300 individuals. The N-body simulations consist of 32,768 particles. Model
6 is a hybrid model that combines a Miyamoto-Nagai disk and NFW halo,
with a mass ofM60 = 43.5 × 1010MSun.

Stream stellar density obtained from the SDSS sky survey.
N-body simulations are being run within seven models of the
Orphan Stream kinematics and Galactic potential from [38].
These models consist of the best fit orbits to the Orphan
Stream kinematics in a variety of Galactic potentials. The
aim of this work is to test the dependence of the Orphan
Stream progenitor parameters (mass, scale length, and evo-
lution time) on the various Galactic potential models. Dwarf

parameters that depend on the Galactic potential could be a
powerful probe into the structure of the Milky Way.

Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the progress of a selection
of these models after approximately a week being run
on MilkyWay@Home. As the average N-body simulation
time is around 15 hours on a typical computer, to achieve
this amount of progress for single one of these searches
would take over 5 years on a single computer. These results
show that not only can MilkyWay@Home perform multiple
N-Body simulation optimizations concurrently (while also
computing it’s other optimization problem), it can also
provide results in a reasonable amount of time for scientific
progress.

These searches are being run with the same search space
and search parameters as the test data, except the population
size has been lowered to 100, as 300 was a bit high for
only 4 optimization parameters. Additionally, the size of the
N-body simulations has been increased to 32,768 particles,
which should provide more accurate results with less vari-
ance based on the seed of the initial distribution. The figures
show the progress of the fitness of best, average, median and
worst individuals in the evolutionary algorithm populations
used to perform the optimization; where each individual of
the population represents a different N-body simulation and
its fitness is how well that simulation matched the stars
observed by the SDSS.

The various models interchange disk and halo gravita-
tional potentials to find the best fit combination. They are
characterized by their mass enclosed within60 kpc of
the Galactic center,M60. Model 1 utilizes an exponential
disk and NFW halo profile with an enclosed mass of
M60 = 40 × 1010MSun. Model 4 is a standard Galactic
model, using a Miyamoto-Nagai disk and logarithmic halo
and having an enclosed mass ofM60 = 47 × 1010MSun.
Model 5 is the same as Model 4 except with a lower mass
of M60 = 26.4 × 1010MSun. This model was the best fit
to the Orphan Stream distances. Model 6 is a hybrid model
that combines a Miyamoto-Nagai disk and NFW halo, with
a mass ofM60 = 43.5 × 1010MSun.

The progress of these different searches shows that re-
ducing the population size along with a large number of
particles in the N-body simulation has a dramatic effect on
the convergence rates of the searches. In less than 4,000
evaluations the populations have already reached similar
or better fitnesses to the 4096 particle test data N-body
simulations after 150,000 evaluations. This means that the
histogram made by the final state of the best N-Body
simulations found matches the histogram of observed stars
as well as or better than the histograms in Figure 6. The
authors feel that this provides evidence that larger N-body
simulations will be able to provide even better models of
the Milky Way galaxy’s halo, and increasing the number of
particles can potentially improve the number of evaluations
required to reach a good fit as the noise due to the random



seeding of the initial particle distribution in the search
space decreases. The current progress of these and the other
searches being done by MilkyWay@Home are available at:
http://milkyway.cs.rpi.edu/milkyway/plots.php.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work presents preliminary results showing that a
large scale volunteer computing project such as Milky-
Way@Home can successfully evolve N-body simulations to
model the formation of debris in the Milky Way galaxy’s
halo. Good results are being achieved with 32,768 particle
simulations, and 100,000 or more particle simulations are
exepected to provide even better results. This was made
succesfull by modifying existing N-body simulation code to
allow for different galactic models and initial particle distri-
butions, and using the CRlibm math library so that results are
uniform across the over 35,000 heterogeneous volunteered
computing hosts at MilkyWay@Home. In addition, this work
has involved improvements to a framework for generic
distributed optimization (FGDO), which can scalably run
asynchronous evolutionary algorithms using BOINC with
minimal validation overhead, and provides various tools for
displaying the progress of these searches and finding errors
in the applications run on volunteered hosts.

This work also opens up many future avenues for future
research. For example, the parameters of the different models
being tested against the actual data could be optimized as
well. Further, the type of initial particle distribution and type
of model of the Milky Way could also become optimization
parameters. This could lead to even more accurate represen-
tations of the formation of the Milky Way galaxy.

Volunteered GPUs provide the majority of the results
for the probabilistic sampling method done on Milky-
Way@Home. Work is in progress to run the N-body simula-
tions on GPUs using OpenCL. Various teams have attempted
to run Barnes-Hut treecode derivatives on GPUs in the past,
with mixed performance results. Using some lessons from
these previous attempts, as well as from computer graphics
techniques to take advantage of GPU architecture, there will
hopefully be substantial performance increases over standard
CPUs.

In addition to providing a solution to the immediate
problem of tidal stream modeling, this method can also
be extended to other disciplines. Some examples include
models of electromagnetic phenomena (namely charges in
external fields), as well as molecules which bond to create
organic compounds. The external potentials currently used
are Galaxy specific but others can be easily added. Ulti-
mately, any process that models the interactions of particles
in an attempt to minimize or maximize a quantity can benefit
from this method.
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